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Evaluating an ancient writer, we not only need to analyze and appreciate his/her 
works, but also be required to put him/her in the long literature development 
history.Then we may understand his/her social status and influence widely. Dufu was 
named the “saint of poetry” by later generations, but unfortunately, he was not 
recognized well and got the prize as what we thought in the period of his life. We 
could see from YOU XUAN COLLECTION which is the only one with Dufu’s poetry 
in CHINESE CHOOSE TANG POETRY(ten kinds). Why? As known to all that it 
may be restricted by several factors. After all, Dufu didn’t enjoy the good reputation 
on his poetry during his life. Also, the atmosphere of literary circle was a great 
element. Except these two aspects, different writers may come out of different points 
of view because of different outlook on life such as learning experience, 
comprehension on the poetry, the standard to choose poetry etc. All of those respects 
made great influence on works for each writer. The thesis written here is to analyze 
why only YOU XUAN COLLECTION which is from CHINESE CHOOSE TANG 
POETRY(ten kinds) select Dufu’s poetry on the basis of learning experience, 
comprehension on poetry, the standard to select poetry and so on. 
The first chapter: the reason and the purpose that I choose the subject. To 
summarize the research achievement of CHINESE CHOOSE TANG POETRY(ten 
kinds) in recent years, especially the research which is concerned with Dufu’s poetry. 
The second chapter: Analyze Weizhuang’s works HUAN HUA COLLECTION 
which follow Dufu’s spirit of poetry because Weizhuang and Dufu share  the similar 
life experience.After that it is to explore Weizhuang succeeds Dufu and the spirit of 
the “history of poetry”. Then go step further to explain the way how to select poetry 
for YOU XUAN COLLECTION. And it is considered that Weizhuang selects Dufu’s 
poetry according to two aspects: first, Dufu’s poetry reach the standard which is good 
















The third chapter:The reason why there is no Dufu’s poetry in TANG BOOKS 
OF CHINESE CHOOSE TANG POETRY,QIE ZHONG COLLECTION, HE YUE 
YING LING COLLECTION, YU LAN POETRY, JI XUAN COLLECTION, 
ZHONG XING JIAN QI COLLECTION, GUO XIU COLLECTION, CAI DIAO 
COLLECTION, SOU YU COLLECTION. 
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第一章  导言 
1 
第一章  导言 










《唐人选唐诗》（十种）共录入作家 541 位，存诗共 2432 首。其中佚名的《唐
写本唐人选唐诗》选录王昌龄等 6 位诗人，共 71 首诗；元结《箧中集》选入沈
千运等 7位诗人的 24 首诗；殷璠《河岳英灵集》录常建等 24 位诗人，共 234 首
诗；芮挺章《国秀集》选录李峤等 88 位诗人，共 220 首诗；令狐楚《御览诗》
录刘方平等 30 位诗人，共 289 首诗；高仲武《中兴间气集》录钱起等 26 位诗人，
共 132 首诗；姚合《极玄集》选录王维等 21 位诗人，共 99 首诗；韦庄《又玄集》
录杜甫等 149 位诗人，共 300 首诗；韦縠《才调集》选录白居易等 153 位诗人，
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